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Lesson 1: Psalm 119:1 
 

1.1 Text 

 

:hv!&hy4 tr1OtB; Mykil;(hha j̀r,d!7-ymeymit4 yr2w4xa 

 

 

1.2 Vocabulary 

 

ymeymit4  adjective   “blameless” 

 

j`lahA   verb    “to walk”   

  

hr!Ot  noun    “instruction” 

 

 

1.3 Grammar 

 

Psalm 119 is a great psalm that deals with the importance of the 

scripture, the Torah, in a study of the Torah, that is, the instruction of the 

Lord, and how important it is to spend time meditating in it. This psalm is 

written using the Hebrew alphabet: we begin with aleph and we move all the 

way through to taw. There are eight verses with each letter of the Hebrew 

alphabet, until we come to the end of this great psalm, exalting the 

scriptures, exalting the word of God with 176 verses.  

 

The first part in the first eight verses, beginning with aleph, reads as 

follows:  

 

j`r,d!7-ymeymit4 yr2w4xa 

 

“Happy are those who are blameless in the way.” The word yr2w4xa is 

the plural, and it is a noun from rw,x6,, and it means “happiness.” We are 
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looking at many happinesses. “…come to the person…” or “…relate to the 

person who is upright in the way,” they that are upright. ymeymit4 actually is 

an adjective meaning “blameless” or “upright”. ymeymit4 is a plural adjective 

in construct with j̀r,d!7, and j`r,d!7 is the word meaning “way”, a noun. 

“Those who are blameless or upright in the way are happy.”  

 

It is interesting that in the New Testament believers are referred to as 

those who follow “the way”. In the book of Acts in particular, and “the way” 

of course is referring to Christ as the way to eternal life, as the way to the 

Father’s presence.  

 

The text goes on: hv!&hy4 tr1OtB; Mykil;(hha. “Those who walk in 

the Torah of the Lord.” ha is the definite article, and Mykil;(h is from the 

verb j̀lahA, meaning “to walk”. Notice it has an O-class vowel, and the  

My i ending, showing that we are looking at a masculine plural form. This 

O-class vowel gives it away as a participle, hence it is a Qal active participle 

from the root j̀lahA, to walk. “Those who walk in…” (B; is just your 

inseparable preposition “in”) with hv!&hy4 tr1Ot.  hv!&hy4 tr1Ot are two 

nouns in construct. tr1Ot means “instruction”, and notice hr!Ot becomes 

tr1Ot with a final taw, and h Achanges to t a in the construct here of  

hr!Ot. “Those who walk in the instruction of the Lord.”  hv!&hy4 is the noun 

that takes the construct – noun absolute.  

 

 

1.4 Translation 

 

“Happy are those who are blameless in the way, those who walk in 

the instruction of the Lord.” 
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1.5 Application/Interpretation 

 

One of the most important things that we can do is to conduct our lives 

according to the instruction of the Lord. Over and over again in scripture we 

have that emphasis. Jesus, after giving the Sermon on the Mount in Matthew 

chapter seven, encourages those to live and do what He has taught. We also 

have in Galatians chapter five the exhortation to walk according to the Spirit. 

Those who walk in the instruction of the Lord and follow His will are those 

who are happy.  

 

The Psalmist continues with the second aleph in verse two: 
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Lesson 2: Psalm 119:2 
 

2.1 Text 

 

:UhUw;r4d4y9 ble-lkAB; vytAdofe yr2c;n oyr2w;xa 

 

 

2.2 Vocabulary 

 

 rcan!   verb    “to keep” 

 

 tUdfe  noun    “testimony” 

 

 wr1DA   verb    “to seek” 

 

 

2.3 Grammar 

 

vytAdofe yr2c;n oyr2w;xa 

 

“Happy are they who keep his testimonies.” Again we have yr2w;xa, 

meaning “happy,” as we saw in verse one. The noun is in a masculine plural 

construct form. Notice yr2c;n* is from rcan!, meaning “to keep.” We have an 

O-class vowel and we have a sere-yod, looking at a Qal active participle 

again, in the construct state in the plural, with vytAdofe. “Happy are they 

who keep…” vytAdofe is from tUdfe, a noun meaning “testimony”. Notice 

in the plural we have tdofe with a holem before the t, indicating a 

feminine plural form, followed by vy A, and notice the vy A is added to plural 

forms, and the v is indicative of a third masculine singular pronominal 

suffix. “Happy are they who keep” [not only who study them but who keep] 

“his testimonies.” They are willing to conduct their lives by them. 
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Testimony looks at the rules of conduct, and those who keep God’s rules of 

conduct are those who are happy. Then there are those who seek him with all 

of their heart.   

 

:UhUwr4d4y9 ble-lkAB; 

 

“They that seek him with the whole heart…” Notice B; again is your 

inseparable preposition, meaning “with”. Notice lkA means “all” or the 

“entirety of” the heart, hence the whole heart. Ble is just a singular noun 

meaning “heart,” or we could understand this to be one’s total mental and 

spiritual being. UhUwr4d4y9 is from wr1D,A, “to seek,” and notice it is the Qal 

imperfect third masculine plural, with the U giving it away as the third 

masculine plural form, from the root wr1D,A. The y prefix is indicative of the 

imperfect, and the Uh is the pronominal suffix, third masculine singular.  

 

 

2.4 Translation 

 

“Happy are they who keep his testimonies, they that seek him with the 

whole heart.” 

 

 

2.5 Application/Interpretation 

 

Happy are those who not only keep his precepts or his testimonies, but 

with all their heart they seek Him. How essential it is to seek the Lord with 

our whole being, with our whole heart. Here we are talking about a 

relationship with the Lord, not simply a mental, intellectual understanding, 

but a relationship in which one’s total mind and being wants to seek the 

Lord’s plan and His will, and specifically in this context His precepts or His 

testimonies, which become the rules of conduct, which will demonstrate 

one’s willingness to follow the will of the Lord.  

 

Then he continues in verse three with the third aleph:  
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Lesson 3: Psalm 119:3 
 

 

3.1 Text 

 

:UklA%hA vykAr!d4Bi hlA5v4fa Ulf3pA-x| Jxa 

 

 

3.2 Vocabulary 

 

Jxa   conjunction   “indeed” 

 

x|    negative particle  “not” 

 

lfaPA   verb    “to do” 

 

hlav4fa  noun    “unrighteousness” 

 

 

3.3 Grammar 

 

hlA5v4fa Ulf3pA-x| Jxa 

 

Notice “yeah” or “indeed.” This is a conjunction; it is showing 

something even more: “even more” or “yeah, they do not do 

unrighteousness.” Notice x| is your negative particle meaning “never” do 

they practice unrighteousness. Ulf3pA is from the verb lfaPA meaning “to 

do.” It is a third common plural form with the U, Qal perfect third common 

plural. “Indeed, they do not do” hlA5v4fa “unrighteousness.” It is a noun, the 

object of what they do not do. They seek to be righteous rather than 

unrighteous in relationship to the Lord.  
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:UklA%hA vykAr!d4Bi 

 

“They walk in His ways.” Notice again the B; is the inseparable 

preposition, j̀r@d@ is the plural noun that means “ways” in construct, and 

notice the ending, we are looking at a plural pronominal suffix added to the 

noun “ways” in construct plural. We would translate it “in his ways” they 

walk. UklAhA is just your Qal perfect third common plural from j̀lahA.  

 

 

3.4 Translation 

 

“Indeed, they do not do unrighteousness, they walk in his ways.” 

  

 

3.5 Application/Interpretation 

 

They who not only seek Him with all of their heart are happy, but they 

do not do what is unrighteousness, what the Lord would not want one to do, 

and they walk in all of His ways, in the direction that He wants them to 

walk, which would be the ways of doing what is right in His eyes. One seeks 

to do one’s life by doing what the Lord approves of and what would be right 

in his eyes.  

 

He continues with the next aleph in verse four: 
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Lesson 4: Psalm 119 
 

4.1 Text 

 

:dxo%m; rmow;li j~yd@Q>_pi htAyU9ci hTAxa 

 

 

4.2 Vocabulary 

 

 hv!cA   verb    “to ordain” 

 

 dUQ>PA  noun    “precept” 

 

 rmawA   verb    “to keep” 

 

 dxom;  adverb   “exceedingly” 

 

 

4.3 Grammar 

 

j~yd@Q>_pi htAyU9ci hTAxa 

 

“You have ordained your precepts...” Notice the hTAxa is just your 2nd 

masculine personal pronoun “you.” htAyU9ci is your Piel perfect second 

masculine singular from hv!cA, “to ordain” or “to command”. Notice the htA 

ending is indicative of a second masculine singular suffix, which shows that 

we are looking at the second person. At times when you have the 

pronominal suffix added to the verb, you will also have a final h (not 

always, but sometimes we find that). “You (literally) have ordained…” 

j~yd@Q>_pi “…your precepts.” j~yd@Q>_pi is from the noun dUQ>PA, which 

means “precept”. Notice these are rules that God has given, particular rules 

for a man to follow. “You have ordained your precepts.” The noun is a 
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plural noun in construct with j~, the pronominal suffix, second masculine 

singular. “You have ordained your precepts…” 

 

:dxo%m; rmow;li “…to keep exceedingly” or that we would 

“diligently keep them.” Notice rmow;li is your Qal infinitive construct, 

followed by the adverb dxo%m;. “…to keep with diligence” or “to keep 

exceedingly.” “You have ordained your precepts, that we should observe 

them with diligence and keep them.”  

 

 

4.4 Translation 

 

“You have ordained your precepts, to diligently keep them.” 

 

 

4.5 Application/Interpretation 

 

 The Lord’s precepts are to be kept diligently. May this be ever our 

goal. 

 

He then continues with the fifth aleph in verse five:  
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Lesson 5: Psalm 119:5 
 

5.1 Text 

 

:j~yQ0@&Hu rmow;li ykAr!d4 UnK6oy9 ylaH3xa 

 

 

5.2 Vocabulary 

 

 ylaH3xa  interjection   “O that!” 

 

 NUK   verb    “to establish” 

 

 qHo   noun    “statute” 

 

 

5.3 Grammar 

 

:j~yQ0@&Hu rmow;li ykAr!d4 UnK6oy9 ylaH3xa 

 

Notice ylaH3xa means “O that!” It basically is wishing; it is a particle 

of wishing. “O that my ways were directed…” j~yQ0@&Hu rmow;li “…to keep 

your statutes.” Notice UnK6oy9 is from the root NUK, “to establish”. We are 

looking at a Niphal imperfect, third common plural, from NUK. “O that my 

ways were established…” Notice ykAr!d4 is from the root j̀r@D8@ again, the 

noun, and it is in a plural construct form with y A, which is your pronominal 

suffix, first person singular, that is attached to a plural noun. rmow;li again 

is just your Qal infinitive construct, and j~yQ0@&Hu is from the noun qHo, which 

means “statute”. This is something that is engraved, like in a stone. Notice 
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again it is from qHo, and in the plural construct here it changes from an O-

class vowel to a qibbus, especially in a closed unaccented syllable here, with 

the q, which is doubled, “your statutes.” Notice the plural noun in construct 

appears with the pronominal suffix, second masculine singular in the j~.  

 

 

5.4 Translation 

 

“O that my ways were directed to keep your statutes.” 

 

 

5.5 Application/Interpretation 

 

“O that my ways…” Here is a particle of wishing. “O that this could 

be, that my ways were established to keep your statutes, your permanently 

engraved statutes, like that which has been engraven on stone. It is my desire 

that all of my ways would be directed to keep those statutes and obey them, 

says the Psalmist. This should be every believer’s desire.  

 

The sixth aleph then begins in verse six:  
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Lesson 6: Psalm 119:6 
 

6.1 Text 

 

:j~yt@&Oc;mi-lKA-lx, yFiyBihaB; wOb7xe-x| zxA 

 

 

6.2 Vocabulary 

 

 zxA   adverb   “then” 

 

 wOB   verb    “to be ashamed” 

 

 Fban!   verb    “to have regard” 

 

 hv!c;mi  noun    “commandment” 

 

 

6.3 Grammar 

 

wOb7xe-x| zxA 

 

Notice then, here we have an adverb in the zxA. x| is the negative 

particle meaning “not”. “Then I would not be ashamed.” wOb7xe is from the 

root wOB. It is a Qal imperfect, first person singular, from wOB.  

 

yFiyBihaB; 

 

“…when I have regard…” or “…when I look unto all of your 

commandments.” Notice the B; is your inseparable preposition used in a 

temporal sense and the root here in Fban!. It is a pe nun verb, and notice it is 
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actually a Hiphil infinitive construct with a first person pronominal suffix. It 

would be yFiyBin4ha, and that n of the verb coalesces or assimilates into the 

B, and in this pe nun verb that is why we have the doubling, the daghesh 

forte in the B. So yFiyBin4haB; becomes yFiyBihaB;. Notice the h gives it 

away as a Hiphil, and the A-I pattern, the pathah followed by the hireq-yod, 

indicates a Hiphil infinitive construct, standing in construct with the first 

person pronominal suffix y i. 

 

:j~yt@&Oc;mi-lKA-lx, 

 

“…when I have regard unto…” lx, is just your preposition “unto”. 

“…unto all of your commandments.” This is God’s laws or God’s will in our 

life, and how we are to live it out in obedience to him. “…when I have 

regard unto all of your commandments.” Notice lKA is a noun meaning 

“all” or the “totality”, and j~yt@&Oc;mi is from the noun hv!c;mi, and t( is 

your indicator of the feminine plural noun, and notice on that we have that 

plural noun in construct with j~, preceded by a yod and a seghol. The j~ is 

the second personal masculine singular pronominal suffix.  

 

 

6.4 Translation 

 

“Then I would not be ashamed when I have regard unto all of your 

commandments.” 

 

 

6.5 Application/Interpretation 

 

When I have regard unto all of your commandments that will help 

regulate my life in obedience to you, I will not be ashamed. How important 

it is as we live life to make it our desire to have a total regard unto all of the 

Lord’s commandments. When we do, He says we will not be ashamed. It is 

interesting when we stand before the Lord, we know that as we live out his 
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commandments, we need not have fear in the judgment that will come 

someday, in the final judgment. First John 4 talks about that. We can live 

before the Lord without shame when we have regard unto all of His 

commandments.  

 

The seventh aleph begins in verse seven:  
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Lesson 7: Psalm 119:7 
 

7.1 Text 

 

:j~q@&d4ci yFeP;w;mi yd9m;lAB; bbA5le rw,y8*B; j~d4Ox 

 

 

7.2 Vocabulary 

 

 hdAy!   verb    “to praise” 

 

 rw,y8*   noun    “uprightness” 

 

 bbAle  noun    “heart” 

 

 dmAlA  verb    “to learn” 

 

 FP;w;mi  noun    “judgment” 

 

 qd,c6,   noun     “righteousness” 

 

 

7.3 Grammar 

 

bbA5le rw,y8*B; j~d4Ox 

 

“I will praise you with uprightness of heart.” Notice j~d4Ox is from 

the root hdAy!, “to praise”. What we have here is a Hiphil imperfect first 

person singular from the root hdAyA. Notice the final h has elided, and what 

follows the d then is j~, the pronominal suffix, second masculine singular. 

Notice the O-class vowel is here because historically the root would have 
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been hdAv!. It would have been a pe waw verb, and then when the aleph was 

added, we had a vxA (aw), changing to an Ox (o), so vxA became j~d4Ox, 

with the final h dropping out, followed again by the pronominal suffix 

second masculine singular. So this is just your Hiphil imperfect first person 

singular, the x giving it away as a first person, from the root hdAy!. “I will 

cause to give thanks to you with…” Notice we have B; here showing an 

instrumentality use whereby thanks is given, “…with the uprightness of 

heart.” rw,y8* is a noun meaning “uprightness”, and it is in construct with 

bbA5le, meaning “heart”. “I will cause to give thanks to You with the 

uprightness of heart…”  

 

:j~q@&d4ci yFeP;w;mi yd9m;lAB; 

 

“…when I learn the commandments of your righteousness…” or 

“…your righteous commandments…” Notice B; is that inseparable 

preposition used in a temporal sense here. dmAlA is the verb “to learn”. 

Notice we have a shewa followed by an O-class vowel, indicating a Qal 

infinitive construct from dmAlA. “…in my learning…” yFeP;w;mi is from the 

noun FPAw;mi. This word means “judgment,” and it looks at our relationship 

with our neighbor, and how we treat one another. The Psalmist is saying, 

“When I learn the judgments of your righteousness, of what is right in Your 

eyes, I will give thanks unto You with the uprightness of heart when I am 

allowed to learn that and practice that.” Notice again yFeP;w;mi is in the 

masculine plural with the seré-yod in construct with  qd,c6,, meaning 

“righteousness”, that becomes j~q@&d4ci, a noun in construct with j~, the 

pronominal suffix second masculine singular.  
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7.4 Translation 

 

“I will cause to give thanks to you with the uprightness of heart, when 

I learn your righteous judgments.” 

 

 

7.5 Application/Interpretation 

 

“When I learn the judgments of Your righteousness, then I will be 

able to give thanks unto You with an upright heart, for I am obeying that 

relationship that You want me to have with others.” May we aspire to do the 

same. 

 

Finally, the final aleph is in verse eight, completing the eight uses of 

aleph in the acrostic here, using the Hebrew alphabet to begin a particular 

verse.  
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Lesson 8: Psalm 119:8 
 

8.1 Text 

 

:dxo%m;-dfa yn9be6z4faTa-lxa rmo7w;x, j~yq@>6Hu-tx, 

 

 

8.2 Vocabulary 

 

 bz1fA   verb    “to abandon” 

 

 dxo%m;  adverb   “utterly” 

 

 

8.3 Grammar 

 

rmo7w;x, j~yq@>6Hu-tx, 

 

Notice tx, is the sign of the direct object. j~yq@>6Hu is from qHo again, 

which means that which is an engraved statute, and notice it is now going 

into the plural construct, and it changes from that O-vowel to the qibbus, 

with the doubling of the q in the plural form here, j~yq@>6Hu. The j~ is your 

pronominal suffix, second masculine singular. “I will observe your 

statutes.” rmo7w;x, is just your Qal imperfect first person singular from 

rmawA.  

 

:dxo%m;-dfa yn9be6z4faTa-lxa 

 

“Oh, do not forsake me utterly.” It reads, I will observe your statutes; 

do not abandon me dxo%m;-dfa, which literally means “unto that which is 

an increase,” or “utterly”. That would be a good way to render it. “Do not 

forsake me utterly.” He does not want to sin and be abandoned by 
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disobeying the Lord’s statutes from the Lord’s very presence and good will 

in his life. lxa is the negative particle meaning “not”. Do not abandon me: 

yn9be6z4faTa. The root is bz1fA, and it is just your Qal imperfect second 

masculine singular from bz1fA, with your pronominal suffix, first person 

singular in the y  i, and notice the n here is like a hinge, to get to the final first 

person singular pronominal suffix. “Do not abandon me utterly.”  

 

 

8.4 Translation 

 

“I will observe your statutes; do not abandon me utterly.”  

 

 

8.5 Application/Interpretation 

 

He wants the Lord to always be taking care of him. I am reminded in 

the New Testament, that we are told in Jesus Christ that nothing can ever 

sever us from the love of God, which is in Jesus Christ. Our goal in life 

should be to fulfil His will in all of these areas: to walk in His instruction, to 

keep His testimonies, to seek Him with all of our heart, to do what is 

righteous rather than what is unrighteous and walk in His righteous ways, to 

observe diligently all of His particular precepts for us, and to keep those 

engraved commandments, those permanent commandments, to continue to 

keep them with every part of our being. Then we can know that we will not 

need to be ashamed, for we have regard, we are constantly looking to fulfil 

His commandments. Then we can give thanks to the Lord with an upright 

heart, when we learn His righteous commandments and how we are to deal 

with others according to His will and do it. He is determined, and that should 

be our determination, that we will observe His permanent statutes forever. 

We can be assured that He will never abandon us when we love as 

Christians, seen in the New Testament, the Lord Jesus with all of our heart 

and soul and mind, and to serve Him and faithfully do what He has asked us.  


